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With changes of season and weather come growth
and death, blossoming and weakening. Minority
language communities are similarly in a constant
state of change. Such language shift may be fast
or slow, upwards or downwards, but never absent
(Baker, 2006, p.74-75).
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Loss of family heritage language disrupts one’s
own cultural identity, contextual, and
intergenerational history.
There is the prospect of family origins becoming
mere fables from afar; a lacking in the meaning
that permeates significance for those not
collectively sharing their cultural and family
histories from one generation to the next for
bilingual-bicultural sense of Self.
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Respecting diversity means within the
curriculum valuing and respecting the
practices, values and beliefs of families.
Educators honour the histories, cultures,
languages, traditions, child rearing
practices and lifestlye choices of families.
(From Belonging, being, becoming: The early years learning framework for
Australia, 2009, p. 14).
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In the Melbourne Declaration on Educational Goals for Young
Australians, the ministers note that ‘Global integration and
international mobility’ have heightened the need ‘to nurture
an appreciation of and respect for social, cultural and
religious diversity, and a sense of global citizenship’. (National
Curriculum Board. (2009).Shape of the Australian Curriculum
National Circuit:ACT, Barton. P 12)

More than received knowing of the past:


Finding of self through both cultural and linguistic heritage
(English as lived – heritage as generational. Ways of being for
Self in students own world of today as motion from yesterday



Exploring, investigate, reflect – create narratives through
inquiry – a practice for both student and teacher practice



Perezhivanie in practice

Perezhivanie - Perezhivanija
The connection between how the environment is embodied
through the awareness, perceptions, interpretations,
feelings, and the manner in which the individual relates to
situated experience is represented in Vygotsky’s (1994)
conceptualising of perezhivanie.
Perezhivanie has also been defined as lived experience and
describes the embedded relationship that exists between
the individual and their surrounding world’ The cognitiveaffective processing for the individual of self in action and
thought of past and present in temporal motion.

Conceptualizing the SELF
Parent perezhivanijia from one generation
mediates heritage for the next family generation
 The

processes of ‘doing’ self “include the
ways in which people respond to challenges
and conflicts in their lives, how they
internalize, interpret and also further
develop the sociocultural rules and
standards of what it takes to be a human
being” (Stetsenko & Arievitch, 2004,
p.494).

Community

Bicultural

Migration/indigenous/refugeeism/asylum seekers

Bilingual-multilingual-trilingual

Heritage-in-home
Confidence

Receptive

Expressive

One-parent-one-language

Family dynamics and
approaches for bilingualbicultural sustaining of
heritage in connection with
English contexts
Sense-of-self

• Narrative analysis for
subjective sense of Self
• I feel/felt
• I need
• I want
• I am
• I believe
• I know

Being-belonging-becoming
First generation/second generation…

Intergenerational-connection

Socio-political affects: emotional trauma

Differing rationales for ways of doing bilingual

“I preferred to avoid
Vietnamese when I
was younger and
speak more English”

“ I want my children to feel
Australian and Vitenamese,
like they belong to both
cultures”

“My class mates
using certain lingos
that I couldn’t
understand …umm…
to be racist towards
me without me
actually realising it.
So they’d be saying
words in front of me
and they’d be
laughing amongst
themselves.”
“we wanted to be more Australian so we could
fit in, so we were probably ashamed to speak
Vietnamese to each other.”

“we wanted to be
more Australian so we
could fit in, so we
were probably
ashamed to speak
Vietnamese to each
other.”

“ I want my children to
feel Australian and
Vitenamese, like they
belong to both cultures”

Many moments
come together
“I preferred to avoid
through cognition
Vietnamese when I was younger
and emotion to
and speak more English”
form Self….and
My class mates using certain lingos
that I couldn’t understand …umm… to transform over
be racist towards me without me
lifetimes
actually realising it. So they’d be
saying “words in front of me and
they’d be laughing amongst
themselves.”

From war torn
Vietnam, at the age
of 3years of age in
Japanese refugee
camp, at the age of 5
in Australia learning
and living in a new
language of English

SUE

Contexts - language genre
Languages – distinct structures

Grace:

What happened during my son’s reading
recovery session. He was so excited and he told
me “You know Mum, today something funny
happened! We have started a new story about
the potato, you know I did not know the word
[burgonya] in English, the word for potato, I just
knew in Hungarian”.



Grace:

My Son [Mitch] is struggling with literacy, so he’s in a recovery
kind of program, which if you ask me as a professional I don’t
like it, I don’t understand why. I think that separates the child
from the classroom and they have a recovery class in a
separate room, but in the end it helps him you know because
probably he needs it. In Hungarian, we have added to the
word [verbs], it’s one word and you just add it to the end of the
word, not those off and on kind of connect words in
English……– it is different to our mostly way of talking and
thinking at home, is the [heritage] language, but the Teacher
said that he is confused with the schooling for prepositions. I
worry a different language at hoe has mixed him up…would it
be better if we didn’t do it? I need help to understand all this if
we keep going with Hungarian.



Sue: It wasn’t something I was proud of
[Vietnamese/English bilingual] and I used to, I remember in
the car being little and trying to bang the Vietnamese out
of my head, I tried to pretend I couldn’t understand
Vietnamese [laughs]. Just pretend I can’t understand and
I’m like it doesn’t work, it doesn’t work…. I still
understand! I just wanted to know what it was like to …to
not be Vietnamese.… and I was trying and it didn’t work
and [laughs] and yeah, and so when your parents spoke to
you when you were …umm… say in shops or that, it was in
Vietnamese. Yeah and that was a bit embarrassing too, but
y parents didn’t seem to understand what it was like for me
in feeling or what I was doing at school.

Teacher supports the heritage language
in action – Developing sense of Self


Child of one parent-one language (Spanish with father-English
with mother)



One day after school in prep year the child asks Mum “can Papa
not pick me up anymore, because he talks Spanish…my friends
will laugh at me”.



Discussion with teacher saw an embracement and a positive
turn in self for appreciating her Spanish….



The child was encouraged to share Spanish ‘knowing’ with her
class when small groups of children were taught by the child to
count in Spanish. In later years more language sharing with the
child allocated class time with small student group for Spanish
teaching and she began developing her own resources.



Leadership, peer relations, creativity, expanding own learning of
Spanish through literature, resourceful

Community values in teaching action


Caitlin was concerned about how she could bring
her music class to relevance for support to
reigniting Cook Island Maori in connection with the
ministry’s designated literacy week.



We talked and she develop a plan for students (12
to 13 years old) to write a story verse of what the
world means to them…



Translate to Cook Island Maori, work together to set
within, What A Wonderful World….



AND audio-visual of the following…..

